How risky is your business?

Companies who enter into lots of supply contracts or other B2B contracts are constantly exposed to risk. In order to understand and manage these kinds of risks, they need:

- An accurate overall picture of the risks inherent in their contracts
- Clearly defined risk parameters for their contracts which are aligned to the company’s appetite for risk
- Consistent risk controls to ensure that contracts comply with defined risk parameters and authorisation limits.

Easy to say, but as many legal and compliance teams know, this can be very difficult and time-consuming to achieve throughout a company in practice.

Could your company benefit from the Customer Contract Risk Assessment Tool?

The Customer Contract Risk Assessment Tool offers a simple and effective solution for assessing and managing the risk of the B2B contracts your company’s employees enter into.

It enables you to apply a more standardised approach to contract negotiations which will

- Ensure consistent risk controls for contracts across your business
- Save your legal team considerable time on contract review
- Provide management with a clear overview of the risk of every contractual relationship, irrespective of where in the world the contract has to be performed or which law applies.

The tool can also be used in the context of due diligence, for example to assess the risks inherent in a target company’s contracts.
How does the Customer Contract Risk Assessment Tool work?

- The tool is configured to your company’s needs based on an analysis of the top risks arising in your contracts, an evaluation of the risk factors and their relative importance, and on the bespoke risk parameters which are defined and agreed in line with your company’s specific appetite for risk.

- Designed for use on a tablet, and accessible on iOS, Android and Microsoft mobile devices, as well as via remote desktop access, the Customer Contract Risk Assessment Tool is portable and easy to use.

- The user enters the variables of a draft contract into the tool, which then plots the risk level of the contract as a dot on a graph.

- The dot is either inside the acceptable boundary or not – in which case the user can examine which element(s) of the contract might need to be re-negotiated in order to bring the contract into the acceptable risk profile boundary.

Further information

The Customer Contract Risk Assessment Tool was jointly developed by Bird & Bird and Gordon Dadds Consulting for a major manufacturing company to help them define and consistently apply clear authorisation limits for all contracts concluded by their business. The software technology was delivered by eLegal Technology Solutions. All three parties continue to collaborate in tailoring this solution to the needs of further clients.
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